[Are the terms "biology" and "osteosynthesis" contradictory?].
Biology and Osteosynthesis may, at first glance, appear to be contradictory. The disadvantages of the surgical procedure are offset by improved recovery of blood supply across a fracture zone and by stimulation of callus formation due to (controlled and slight) instability (elastically flexible fixation). Biological internal fixation is a principle in its own right; its technique is to some extent incompatible with conventional compression fixation. Locked screws provide better anchorage of the implant in both biological and compression internal fixation techniques. This generally offers improved potential in the treating fractures in osteoporotic bone. Because locked screws offer improved anchorage, the use of unicortical screws is made possible with the effect that the medullary circulation is damaged less. Locked unicortical screws, especially if they are self-drilling and self-cutting, offer important surgical advantages in minimally invasive percutaneous osteosynthesis (MIPO) whereas bicortical screws are required for epi- and metaphyseal anchorage.